UNAMIR SITUATION REPORT 1

1. GENERAL:

   a. FC ARRIVED ON FRIDAY 22 OCT 93 AND WAS RECEIVED BY
      MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, UNDP RESIDENT REP, UNAMIR
      CAO AND SEVERAL MEDIA. SINCE THAT TIME, FC HAS SET UP
      HIS HQ IN HOTEL MILLES COLLINES WITH CAO STAFF IN UNDP
      OFFICES.

   b. MEETINGS HAVE BEEN HELD WITH PRIME-MINISTER DESIGNATE,
      ALL UN AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES AND THE MEDIA. RESPONSE
      FROM ALL SIDES IS MOST POSITIVE AND OPTIMISTIC, BUT
      TENSION DUE TO BURUNDI SITUATION IS IN EVIDENCE.

2. BURUNDI:

   a. UNHCR HELD A COMPREHENSIVE MEETING THIS MORNING WITH
      ALL NGOS REGARDING REFUGEE IMPACT IN RWANDA. SO FAR NO
      LESS THAN 200,000 REFUGEES IN MAJORITY HUTU HAVE
      CROSSED INTO RWANDA IN THE KIGALI AND BUTARE
      PREFECTURES, MOSTLY WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

   b. ALTHOUGH SOME ARE STILL CROSSING THE BORDER, IT IS
      ESTIMATED THAT THE BULK OF THE REFUGEES HAVE ARRIVED.
      THIS COULD HOWEVER STILL CHANGE AS THERE ARE AREAS IN
      BURUNDI FROM WHICH NO INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AND THUS
      WE HAVE NO IDEA OF THEIR POTENTIAL REFUGE PROBLEM.
      SERIOUS WATER, FOOD AND SANITARY SHORTAGES ARE ALREADY
      BEING FELT. REPORTS OF SEVERAL KILLINGS AND DROWNINGS
      IN BORDER RIVER AND LAKES HAVE BEEN REPORTED ON LOCAL TV.
o. It was stressed at the meeting, by myself included, that whatever effort being planned to meet this new refugees problem must not, repeat must not divert any of the resources and efforts now planned for the northern part of the country as this could destabilize peace implementation plans.

d. Lastly, there is already some signs of ethnic frictions in the new refugee camps. Refugees have requested to be segregated by tribe. The situation in the capital Kigali is calm and the few demonstrations have been relatively peaceful. There is some rhetoric from extreme Hutu radio but response has been so far negligible. Banditry in the city in evidence particularly at night.

e. Please find on "attached" maps the Burundi refugee distribution as of today.

3. Meeting to come:

a. Discussions will start tonight with Commander of RHOG II on the process of integration of his forces into UNAMIR, including a formal ceremony in the DMZ on Monday 1 Nov 93. Request at least 30 UN kits in order to properly show the new mandate of these personnel. FC still does not have official word that OAU has been told who is to be integrated into UNAMIR.

b. Will hold separate discussions with RPF leaders and government minister of defense on access to Uganda by road, on phase 1 modalities of securing Kigali as a weapons secure area, on future protocol implementation sequence for new DMZ and demobilization process, and support requirements.

c. Will meet with current prime-minister at her request today and some members of diplomatic corps.

d. Detailed recce of French military installations planned for today.

4. Personnel:


b. Civilian staff is very thin on the ground particularly in the procurement, communications and transport aspects.
c. The absence of a political advisor is most disconcerting especially with the current turmoil in the south of the country.

d. Have informed only the prime-minister designate that phase 1 may take as long as three months but that all efforts are being taken to get the Kigali battalion on the ground as soon as possible.

5. Equipment:
   a. We are locally renting vehicles but the situation is most difficult as costs and availability causing serious difficulties.
   b. Secure fax available but no qualified personnel to either install it nor any of the other ADP assets now coming in.
   c. Expect favourable response from the government tomorrow regarding the Ahomoro or Peace Hotel to be used as mission HQ. Expect to be in it by end of this week.
   d. Quarters are being negotiated for staff. Most disappointed in the reduction of MSA from $135. US to $110. US. This will be a problem as cost of living in Kigali is high and getting higher rapidly.

6. UNOMUR:
   a. FC will visit his northern command by end of week.
   b. Verbal sitrep from that HQ indicates little progress in vehicle and communications situation. Vehicle state is worsening.
   c. Civilian personnel situation very serious and requires immediate support as expertise very much in demand in electrician and transport areas.

7. Conclusion:
   a. Early arrival of Belgium adv party most appreciated as tension and concerns in capital on the rise.
   b. Delays in budget approval causing serious implementation problems.
   c. Moral is high and attitude positive. Peux ce que veux.

Regards.